Decking

Field cut panels + Use T-clips to fasten cut/loose plank ends + Dress with edge Trim

EXISTING GUARD RAIL
EXISTING MECHANICAL UNIT TO REMOVE
EXISTING BUILDING BUTTRESS WITH NEW COVER, TYP.

Factory edges

Factory edges

Factory edges

24 ft 6.66 in +/-

25 ft 0" in +/-

Factory edges

Factory edges

Factory edges

107 ft 00 in +/-

78 ft 6.65 in +/-

18 ft 6.00 in +/-
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Ship To:
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118@ 8x2

48@ 4x2

7@ 2x2
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Aluminum Decking Products

Versadeck

www.versadeck.com

Chris (651)356-1870
PO Box 237
Saint Francis, MN 55070
chris@versadeck.com

Contact:

Versamods

C-60

Planks Welded into Modular Panels
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**Planks Welded into Modular Panels**

**Versamods C-60**

- **118@ 8x2**
- **48@ 4x2**
- **7@ 2x2**

Above diagram is a common detail, your project may require a slight variation, always have Versadeck do the design take off or review plans by others before ordering.
### COMMON JOISTS
- **W**: 1.75" / **T**: .125

*Telescopic Reversible Hangers*

- **Joist Lengths** (up to 24' long)

*Height (H)*

*Width (W)*

### FRAMING SCREWS
- J-1 Hangers/connect -Splice Plates
- #14 x 1.25" Tek Screw

### VERSADJUST
- Adjustable Pedestals
  - 2' - 4' grid layout design
  - Screw to adjust height
  - Stack-able up to 30"
  - Shim-able up to 4"
- C-1 Joists
- C-1 Blocking
- Cables/Brackets/Anchor Rod
  - optional if required
  - Anchor methods may vary
  - Bracket design may vary

### KEY
- **Roofing**
- **Pedestal Supports** -24" x 36-48" Grid
- **C-1 Blocking**
- **C-1 Joists** -24" O-C

### Framing
- See next page for cable tie down/anti-uplift ideal anchor locations and bracket type options. + joist section lengths

---

**Example Project**

Versadeck Design Take off

---

**Framing**

### Ship To:

1407 Broadway

**DESIGN**

**DSGN-2**

**DATE**

12/13/2017

---
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Anchor Option #1

Flat bar welded on site

3/16" galv. cable w/(2)cable clamps

Steel flat

2" x 12" x .25"

(1-5) 3/8" holes

Steel flat

.25"

2"

12"

Above diagram is a common detail, your project may require a slight variation, always have Versadeck do the design take off or review plans by others before ordering.
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SALES ORDER ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Quote/Invoice Pending Payment
Date: 1/5/2018
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SALES ORDER ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Quote/Invoice Pending Payment
Date: 1/5/2018
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Example Project
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THIS IS TO ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR ABOVE ORDER IF THERE ARE ANY ERRORS OR OBJECTIONS TO THE ABOVE PLEASE NOTIFY US IMMEDIATELY. IF SUCH NOTICE IS NOT RECEIVED WITHIN 3 DAYS FOLLOWING OUR RECEIPT OF THE DEPOSIT PAYMENT HEREOF IT WILL BE UNDERSTOOD THAT THE ABOVE IS CORRECT AND THERE ARE NO REFUNDS OR CANCELLATIONS. THIS ACKNOWLEDGMENT TOGETHER WITH OUR PRODUCTS STANDARD INSTALLATION, WARRANTY, CARE & CLEANING GUIDE ALONG WITH OUR SALES TERMS AND CONDITIONS SHALL CONSTITUTE THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT BETWEEN US. FULFILLMENT OF YOUR ORDER WILL BE UNDERTAKEN AND DELIVERIES WILL BE MADE ONLY UPON THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AGREEMENT HEREBIN EXPRESSED.

PRODUCTS STANDARD INSTALLATION, WARRANTY, CARE & CLEANING: This information is available to the public on our web site. Go to www.versadeck.com and click on the INSTALLATION link: (http://www.versadeck.com/installation/index.php).

TERMS AND CONDITIONS: This information is available to the public on our web site. Go to www.versadeck.com and click on the TERMS AND CONDITIONS link: (http://www.versadeck.com/catalog/conditions.php).

*Acknowledged ship date may change if 1) You put this order on hold verbal or in writing without confirming the order is a good order within three days of the acknowledgment print date. 2) You request to add to or change an item's number of PIECES or LENGTH. 3) If we do not receive payment to initiate this order and or final payment within five(5) days prior to the DUE TO SHIP FROM VERSADECK date.

C-60 Versamods Modular Decking
$77,000

C-1 Versajoist Framing + Versajust Pedestals
$33,000

Please mail payments to:
a) If mailing by FedEx or UPS, mail to Versadeck Decking, Inc. Att: Chris 651-356-1870 22370 Raven St. NW Cedar, MN 55011
b) If mailing by USPS/US Mail, mail to Versadeck Decking, Inc. PO Box 237 Saint Francis, MN 55070

Payment Terms
- 80% Due upon acceptance of order
- 20% Due 10 days prior to ship date

Parts: $110,000.00
Shipping: $2,900.00
Subtotal: $112,900.00
Taxes: $ -
Total: $112,900.00
- Framing
- Decking
- Railing

Rooftop Decks
Fire Rated
Class-A

Rooftop Deck System: Light weight sleepers & up to heavy

Versa joist
Aluminum Deck FRAMING

Example Versadeck Rooftop Deck System